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The Haw ks have a chance to redeem themselves against the Cavaliers on Wednesday night in Cleveland.

Scott Cunningham/NBAE via Getty Images

Atlanta still waiting to discover if Hawks are for real
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The Jump: Hawks' Locker Room
NBA All-Access takes their cameras and goes inside the red hot Haw ks' locker room.

Posted Dec 30 2009 9:48AM

The biggest sporting event in Atlanta is Georgia football. Running a close second is Georgia spring football. At

least that's the popular joke, or half-joke, anyway. Even when the Braves were winning division titles most

people came to the stadium just to do the tomahawk chop.

As for the Hawks? Well, the Mike Fratello teams of the 1980s won games, and Dominique was pure box office

on the road. At home, Wilkins and the Hawks saw lots of empty seats.

Tuesday night was a franchise milestone. The biggest regular season crowd in team history showed up for a

game in December, of all months. Sure, a good number came for LeBron James. But it's not like he never

appeared in Atlanta before. The real issue for the interest was bigger than LeBron. Fans came 20,150 strong to

see if the Hawks were ready to stand up and be taken seriously as contenders in the Eastern Conference, in

their first game against the team that ended their 2008-09 dreams.

While the Hawks are clearly legitimate,

there's a sense of impatience in town.

Everyone's imagination is wandering to

the spring, not for football, for once, but

for the NBA playoffs and a sense of

what the Hawks might do against the

perceived Big Three of Boston, Orlando

and the team they'll play tonight for the

second time in as many nights,

Cleveland.

The playoff atmosphere showed up at

Philips Arena on Tuesday, and so did

the Hawks -- for three quarters. They

fizzled at the end, which is the greatest

fear in town: that come spring, a

Hawks fizzle may arrive with the

flowers.

On a night when the Cavs, the hottest

team in basketball, looked flat

themselves, and LeBron shot only 6-for-20, the Hawks looked not quite ready for elite status in a 95-84 loss.

The 21-8 record they brought into the building said one thing; going nearly nine minutes in the fourth quarter

without scoring said another.

Joe Johnson, the designated Hawks savior, had one basket over the final three quarters. The Hawks had eight

straight trips downcourt to take the lead in the fourth quarter and delivered worse than LeBron, going 0-for-8.

One game hardly makes a season, and if the Hawks go on a tear from here, then who cares if they let a

statement game get away? No, they're far too talented to allow a poor night to ruin their season and growth as a

team. But they'll need to do better against the elite teams the rest of the regular season to divert the locals'

attention away from their precious spring ritual.

"It's my job to see that we're among the top three teams in the East," said coach Mike Woodson. "Games like

these, the players in that locker room know what's at stake. We're still trying to work our way up among those

teams that have dominated through the years. We're still learning how to win, but we'll get there."

Good teams spend the regular season measuring themselves against better teams. The Cavaliers did the

same against the Lakers on Christmas Day and used the momentum from that victory to surge to the best

record in the East. These games give teams a better sense of who they are and what they're capable of doing.

Their confidence bubbles either burst or become inflated.

More importantly, teams use these games to learn how they match up against one another in case they meet in

a seven-game series. Maybe the Hawks stack up better against the Celtics, for instance, than the Cavs. Or the

Magic.

In case of a major injury, of course, all bets are off. Last spring the Hawks were ravaged by injuries and were

swept by the Cavs, who hardly broke a sweat in that conference semifinal. Not only were the Hawks operating at

a health disadvantage, they lacked a deep and quality bench, a weakness that received an instant upgrade this

offseason with Jamal Crawford, who leads all non-starters in scoring and had 24 against the Cavs.

No team in the East, anyway, is totally secure with its place in the conference. It's that wide open, at least at the

top with four quality teams who should battle for the top seed until April. Until then, everyone's in the mix, and

even the Cavaliers are wise enough to know the Hawks should not be defined by a rare off-night.

"There's nothing false about their record," said Cavs coach Mike Brown. "They're just as good as any team in the

East. They're a tough matchup for anybody. They're that deep, that good and that well-coached."

Good, yes. Better than the Cavs, Celtics, Magic ... or Georgia football?

Spring will tell.

Shaun Powell is a veteran NBA writer and columnist. You can e-mail him here. 

The views on this page do not necessarily reflect the views of the NBA, its clubs or Turner Broadcasting.
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